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Practical information

You should produce a digital document for your assignment answers (e.g.
with lyx) and submit this electronically using the submit command on a
DICE machine. The format is e.g.

submit
msc nip 1 nipasst1.pdf

You can check the status of your submissions with the show_submissions
command. NOTE: postscript or pdf formats are acceptable, other formats
are not. Make sure that the file you submit prints ok on the DICE system,
in particular when you produced it on a non-Unix machine.
Late submissions
Late submissions will receive a zero mark. Only evidence for illness or other
serious reasons can prevent this.
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Linsker’s Infomax

In this assignment we analyse ways to maximize information transmission
in linear networks. We assume the two-dimensional input u is a Gaussian

distribution signal with correlation matrix Q =

(
1 q
q 1

)
with q = 1/2.

The output of the network is given by v = W.u + n, where n is indepedent
Gaussian noise with variance σ2.

Question 1: We first analyse Linkers’s approach (see lecture notes). Give
an expression for H(v). What is it in the limit σ → 0?

We compare two weight constraints: 1) the weight matrix is constrained such
that w2

k1 +w2
k2 = 1 for all k, or, 2) the elements are constrained as |wij| ≤ 1.

Question 2: Maximize the mutual information under either constraint in
the limit of zero noise. What invariances do you encounter?

Question 3: To study the case of non-zero noise, maximize the information
numerically with respect to the weight matrix. Matlab (but not octave)
has the function fmincon(). Plot the result as a function of σ. Why
is numerical optimization tricky?

Question 4: Examine the optimal weight matrix in the case of 3 inputs and
3 outputs, and Qij = δij + (1− δij)q for either constraint.
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